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or by the introduction of a rival siren who concerned herself
exclusively with the boudoir rather than with politics.1
But these are minor matters compared to the main assumption
behind Plechanov*s argument.
This assumption is that the cause of a cause of a cause of a
cause of an event is the cause of that event. To put it concretely:
because the mode of economic production is the cause of the
existing form of social organization, which is the cause of the
failure to compel court favourites to refrain from interfering
with affairs of state, which is the cause of Madame Pompadour's
refusal to yield to public opinion, which is the cause of deplor-
able effects on the history of France, it follows, according to
Plechanov, that the mode of economic production is the cause
of Madame Pompadour's deplorable effects on French history.
This assumption is fallacious because it converts what is
at best a necessary condition of the event to be explained into a
sufficient cause of the event. Of course, French society had to
exist before anyone could influence it. Of course, the state of
French society at a given moment had to be what it was before
any individual could have the specific effect he had on it at the
next moment. But it by no means follows that because of the
existence and state of French society any particular person had
to influence it; or that because France had a certain form of
organization, the individual who did influence it had to be good
or bad, capable or foolish. Plechanov focuses his error in two
key sentences. "Why was the fate, of France in the hands of a
man who totally kcked the ability and desire to serve society?
Because such was the form of organization of that society."2
The "because'* is a complete non seqtdtur.
Plechanov's assumption is fallacious because it overlooks
what he had previously recognized, namely, that the final event
of the series of causes he has built under it may be more relevantly
1 Either method would not have been difficult. Madame du Hausset in
her M&moins tells of many threats of assassination against Madame de
Pompadour. And she relates a curious confession of her mistress to Madame
de Brancas, a confidante, who remonstrated with her over, her diet.-"I am
tormented by the fear of losing the King's heart and ceasing to please him.
Men, as you know, set store on certain things; and I have the misfortune to
be of a very cold temperament. My idea was to adopt a somewhat heating
diet to remedy this defect, and for the last two days this elixir had done me
some good, or at least I think it has." Op* #/., p. 52. The heating diet in
question consisted of "chocolate flavoured with triple essence of vanilla and
scented with ambergris, truffles and celery soup/*
* Op. tit., p. 41.

